Canyon Seven Skincare
Mission Statement
Nourish your body to conquer the challenges of the day ahead. Glow with the confidence of knowing you've
protected and enhanced the natural beauty of your skin. Renew yourself in an environment uniquely attuned to
the needs of your spirit. Take a few minutes to give to yourself what you spend the day giving to others - peace,
strength, beauty, healing. Revel in owning the ultimate luxury: wellness.
Canyon Seven distills the essence of the world-renowned Canyon Ranch Resort and Spa - and brings it home to
you. Since 1979 Canyon Ranch has been the quintessential health and fitness destination - where people come
from all over the world to experience the very best in healthy living - and learn to integrate it into every aspect of
their lives. Unparalleled in its scientific knowledge and treatment expertise, Canyon Ranch has become the gold
standard for wellness.
Here at Canyon Seven, you'll find that comfort, fulfillment, beauty, peace and energy are within your reach. You'll
discover the life-affirming benefits of directing your own health and well-being. You'll find new joy in the everyday
rituals that enhance your health and beauty. You'll come to understand that with optimal physical health and a
pleasurable environment for the senses, the possibilities for self-discovery are endless.
Make the journey all your own with a customized assortment of vitamins, minerals and herbs, skin and hair care
and spiritual energizers. All ingredients are of the utmost quality, informed by science and cutting edge alternative
theory.
Refresh, renew, rejuvenate. Live younger, longer - beginning today.
Wake-Up Call Daytime Eye Protector-Concealer
Wake up and do something wonderful for your eyes - every day. This unique gel not only shields your eyes from
the environment, but uses cutting-edge light refraction to conceal dark circles, fine lines and wrinkles. Tap gently
into the eye contour with light, accupressure-like movements. Moisture is locked in while harmful UVA and UVB
rays and free radicals are blocked. Dark circles are concealed for a more youthful appearance. Blood flow is
stimulated to reduce puffiness, tighten and smooth skin and strengthen eye tissue. Universal flesh tint.
1.5 oz. self-dispensing brush applicator
Nighttime Eye Regenerator
Nighttime is the perfect time to nourish your eyes with a complete "meal" of time-release vitamins, replenishing
ceramides, natural anti-inflamatories and a host of organic soothers. Application becomes a relaxing ritual: tap a
precisely metered dose around the ocular bone; with thumbs, stimulate the six accupressure points shown at left,
releasing tension and stress from the eye area and allowing delicate tissue to replenish, heal and restore itself.
Creamy, non-greasy texture and superior absorption. Fragrance-free.
1.7 oz. pump
Lip Smoother Daily Protectant
Bare, slicked or colored, your lips feel best when they're soft, smooth, plumped with youthful glow. Aloe vera,
vitamin E, slippery elm bark and other natural waxes quickly soak in, healing roughness and protecting your lips
against a full spectrum of aging UVA/UVB rays. You'll taste no sugar or synthetic flavorings—just the subtle, natural
honey essence of bee butter. Lip Smoother strengthens your lips' ability to heal themselves - without creating a
cycle of hydration dependency. The ideal undercoat for lipstick, and wonderful on its own.
Generous 00 oz. swivel stick (applicator)
Shine-Off Instant Matte Finish for Oily Skin
Cut the glare any time of day for a confidence-boosting, clean, matte finish. Designed to deliver short and long
term benefits: absorbent microspheres soak up extra oil, freshening skin and correcting the appearance of large
pores; ivy, lemongrass and peppermint extracts tone the skin and normalize its sebum production—preventing
clogged pores and future break-outs; time-released doses of Vitamins A and C improve your skin's clarity. Apply to
clean skin to control shine and protect your pores from makeup and environmental pollutants. For an instant
matte finish mid-day, pat gently on oily areas right over makeup. Fragrance-free and sized to go anywhere.
1 oz. tube

